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simplicity
and style
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You give thought to your interior and develop ideas for your home or work environment. 
With room for quality, contemporary design and special details. You imagine how beautiful 
and stylish the interior could look. However, you also realize that it must all remain 
affordable…

Let yourself be inspired by Q-railing. We are the market leader in design railing systems, for 
indoor and outdoor use. A position we have earned as a result of our constant high quality 
and well thought-out technology. Our wide choice of surprising and harmonious designs 
give every area a special look. Just take a look in this brochure and let yourself be tempted… 

Let yourself be inspired
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Q-handraiL
Choose the style that suits you  

Q-Line 
The round and flowing line   

SQuare Line® 
Think differently, think square  

QuickraiL® 
Symmetrical and ultra modern 

eaSy GLaSS® SyStem 
So transparent, so beautiful 

contents





Q-handrail
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Linear transparent glass, the natural warmth of wood and the contemporary look of stainless steel. these materials 
look fantastic together and offer you every freedom of choice. Our handrail systems know no limits, and make a 
stylish addition to every wall or base. 
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The results will amaze you. We will think 
along with you to achieve the perfect
design, down to the smallest details.



Q-line
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if your prefer round shapes, our Q-line range offers you limitless possibilities. the result: a timeless, clear style where design and func-
tionality flow together harmoniously. the guarantee, a lasting beautiful piece of design. a choice of every combination of wood, glass, 
rods and cables is also possible for this line. 
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Choose the flowing round forms for a
balustrade and stair railing to achieve a warm 
look or, the opposite, an industrial look.



Square Line®
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make a powerful statement with our Square Line®, the linear and ultimate answer to the demand for the look of this 
decade. this line can be enhanced with glass panels, rods and cables, and offers wonderful combination possibilities 
with our other railing lines. think free, think modern, choose square!
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The trend of today. Linear and 
ultra modern, carried through 
down to the last details.



Quickrail®
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is your dream to achieve a symmetrical, industrial look, with sharp angular shapes and eye-catching details? the solution is close 
at hand with Quickrail®. the unique style of these balustrades gives a beautiful and sophisticated finish. excellent for a balcony, an 
atrium in the home and as a balustrade in shops and offices. 
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A daring industrial line. 
Modern and yet timeless, 
with sophisticated details. 



easy Glass® System
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the stylish, modern easy Glass® balustrade is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. you see 
clear glass. nothing more and nothing less, without any interruptions to detract from the look. 
easy Glass® is 100% safe because it is available in various thicknesses for use in the home and 
for demanding situations in public spaces.
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The top in transparency.
Enjoy this balustrade  
with a maximum of light,
transparency and space.
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As you can see from this brochure, the Q-railing design team offers you a unique choice, with a 
wide range of possibilities in railing systems. Every item, a top product which is affordable and 
fits seamlessly into your dream design. Ideal for indoor and outdoor use. 

The next step in realizing your dream design is to make an appointment with your Q-railing 
specialist. As a professional who works with our products on a daily basis, he can advise you 
on all the possibilities and bring your wishes to life, down to the last detail. In this way, your 
inspiring dream can become a reality!

making your
dream a reality






